


Celebrating 20 Years of Supporting Students! 



The Camaione Student Endowment (renamed in 2016) was established 
by the Camaione family in 2000 to honor Dr. David Camaione’s love and 
longstanding relationship with NEACSM.



The principal purpose of the Camaione Student Endowment (CSE) was to 
support student scholarships.   Initial funding of the CSE was generated 
from friends and family who attended Dr. Camaione’s surprise 
Retirement Dinner.



The donations generated from the retirement gathering served as 
launching pad to fund NEACSM’s first student scholarship. The 
scholarship would be named the David N. Camaione Doctoral Scholarship 
with Eric Rawson being the first recipient.



Dr. Rawson’s delivered 
NEACSM’s Priscilla 
Clarkson Keynote Lecture 
in 2015.

Eric Rawson, PhD 
NEACSM’s first recipient of the Camaione Doctoral 

Scholarship (2000)



The Camaione Doctoral Scholarship was renamed in 
in 2019, the Linda Pescatello Doctoral Scholarship

2019 recipient, Greg Panza with President-Elect, Paul Gallo, Dr. Linda 
Pescatello, President, Dain LaRoche, and Awards Chair, Nicole Mendola



The Camaione Student Endowment has grown over the past 20 years 
and now underwrites all NEACSM Student Scholarships as well as 

travel expenses for the NEACSM College Bowl winning team as they 
represent the Chapter at ACSM’s national student bowl.



Mark Connolly Memorial Master Scholarship

2012 recipient, Jennifer Bossi with faculty advisor, Dr. Kimberly Kostelis



Robert Axtell Undergraduate Scholarship

2014 recipient, Rebecca Skinner with Dr. Robert Axtell



Lawrence Armstrong Minority Scholarship

2017 recipient,  Brittany Masteller with Awards Chair John Hatzenbueler
and Dr. Lawrence Armstrong



Donna Murphy Service Scholarship

2019 recipient, Nicole Batista with President-Elect, Paul Gallo, President, 
Dain LaRoche, and Awards Chair, Nicole Mendola



CSE underwrites annually up to three 
Undergraduate Research Experience Grants

2013 recipient, Brianna Liquori with faculty advisors, Drs. Kimberly
Kostelis and Sean Walsh 



CSE underwrites travel  for the College Bowl 
Champions to ACSM’s Annual Meeting

2016 College Bowl Champions, UMASS-Boston,  alongside  
Drs. Laurie Milliken, Paul Gallo, and Sarah Camhi



Feedback from Past Recipients of Awards Funded 
by the Camaione Student Endowment



Steven K Malin,  PhD, FACSM

“Receiving the Dave Camaione Doctoral Award meant a lot. Being 
recognized in such a way early in my career was both humbling and 
motivating given the amazing NEACSM community. It reinforced to me 
that hard work pays off and pursuing a career in research had great 
opportunity to impact lives through education. To this day, I display the 
award in my office as a reminder to keep working hard.”



Emily Sargent,  Master’s Student  

“The CSE that funded the Robert Axtell Undergraduate Scholarship had 
opened doors for me to get into the strength and conditioning field that I 
currently know and love. The Robert Axtell Undergraduate Scholarship 
provided me with the financial opportunity and peace of mind to 
continue my passion for strength and conditioning through a semester-
long unpaid internship that resulted in a full-time position upon 
graduation.”



Emily Sargent,  Master’s Student  

“The CSE funded my one-of-a-kind and extraordinary trip to the national 
ACSM conference in Minneapolis in 2018. On top of being able to compete at 
the National College Bowl, I was able to connect with Exercise Science 
professionals from all over the country and listen to presentations from top 
researchers. The annual regional and national conferences I attended have 
been the highlight of my undergraduate, and professional career thus far. The 
College Bowl both in Providence and in Minneapolis, solidified my love of 
exercise science, and both experiences serve as warmhearted memories that I 
would never have experienced without the existence of the CSE. I appreciate 
all that the NEACSM does for young professionals and am hopeful that this 
fund and the NEACSM will continue to support young thriving individuals for 
20 more years to come.”



Melanna Cox,  PhD Student  

“Receiving the Lawerence E. Armstrong Minority Scholarship made me 
feel seen and included. As a student, I believe the most important part of 
our professional development is being supported in our personal 
development regarding confidence and being comfortable celebrating 
our wins. This scholarship allowed me to do just that and I know it will 
continue to provide that for many other students in the future.”



Michael Bruneau,  PhD  

“In 2013, I had the distinct honor of being recognized as the recipient of 
the Mark Connolly Memorial and Donna Murphy Service Scholarship 
awards at the NEACSM Meeting. As a recent graduate of the Master of 
Science program at the University of Connecticut and as a newly 
matriculated student in the Doctor of Philosophy program at Springfield 
College, these scholarships provided me with opportunities to gain 
recognition for some of the professional and service opportunities that 
the Chapter provided me as both a volunteer and member.”



Kurt J Sollanek, Phd

“These funds not only helped provide financial support, which is always 
appreciated during college studies, but they also afforded me great 
visibility to those individuals who were well networked within the 
organization. These networking occasions allowed me to progress in my 
career at a very pivotal time and I am grateful for those opportunities.”



Jonathan Petrocelli,  Doctoral Student  

“I was honored and grateful to receive the Donna Murphy Service 
Scholarship in 2016. The scholarship aided in my transition from 
undergraduate to graduate study. Additionally, the scholarship has 
opened many doors within ACSM allowing me to receive funding from 
the regional Southeast and Northwest ACSM chapters. These 
experiences have proven critical to my development as a Ph.D. student 
and fuel my passion to pursue a career in research.”



To date the Camaione Student Endowment has underwritten over 
$75,000 in student activities, including previous student 
luncheons at the annual fall meeting, and currently funds over 
$10,000 per year to support student development through of 
scholarships, awards, research grants, and College Bowl travel to 
ACSM’s Annual meeting.



NEACSM’s support of student scholarship and activities are only 
possible through the support of the Camaione Student 
Endowment.  We rely on the generosity of our members to 
continue this extraordinary benefit to our students. On behalf of 
the NEACSM, thanks to all of you who have contributed to the 
Camaione Student Endowment over the years.



If you would like to contribute to the Camione Student 
Endowment, follow the link below to make a donation:

https://www.neacsm.org/camaione-endowment

https://www.neacsm.org/camaione-endowment

